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introduction

• 10 years ago, mmorpgs had a bright
and exciting future
• Today, their prospects are not so great
• to attract more and more players,
they diluted their gameplay
– And their core audience deserted them

• Now that even these new sources of
players are drying up, they face decline
• In this talk, i’ll outline the main
problems and how to fix them
• note: the fixes require some bravery...

tourists

• Here’s a picture of some tourists

• It’s behind you...

Quick list

• Here are the main issues facing MMOs:
– They cost too much to make
– Too many of them play the exact same way
– Their Revenue models put oFf key groups
of players
– They lack iMmersion
– They lack wit and personality
– Players have been trained to value
experiences they don’t want
– Designers aren’t allowed to experiment

cost

• I don’t have time to go through alL of
these, so i’ll just pick a few
• The high cost of development is due to:
– Marketing
• Lack of surface quality puts off players

– Raising the bar
• The more expensive it is to make an mmo, the
fewer competitors there will be

– Finance
• The more money you ask for, the higher the
chance you’ll get it

effects

• High cost feEds into:
– Re-use of technical asSets
– Fixed tools
– Fear of failure

• All these lead to clone mmos
• Clones affect player expectations:
– They think optional features are intrinsic
– They prefer short-term to long-term fun
– They don’t play mmos more than 4 months
old, they just wait for the next one

consequences

• Mmo players today are mainly tourists
or content locusts
– Neither of which stays around for long

• Mmos have arRived at this situation by
trying to attract newbies
• unfortunately, the world has pretty well
run out of newbies
• The key to restoring the fortunes of
mmos therefore lies with aTtracting
and kEeping the experienced players

zzz...

• Here’s someone sleEpwalking

• Even though it’s daylight?

fixes

• Experienced players have refined tastes
– They don’t all like the same thing

• Mmos will therefore fragment
– We saw this with casual games

• Solution: have more servers with
fewer players per server
– Instead of 10 servers of 10,000 players
each, have 400 servers of 250 players each

• This allows for specialisation
– No pvp, unrestricted pvp, pd, immortality, ...

Bye bye End game

• Mmos have a levelling game followed by
an end game that’s nothing like it
– Pvp, rvr, raids, ...

• Idea: Remove the end game
– Let players actually win!

• “But ... But If you remove the end game,
the players who reach it will all leave!”
• Guess what? They’ll leave anyway!
– Only This way, they’ll like you afterwards

• besides, they don’t all leave

Let designers design

• Mmo designers have many original ideas
– We saw this with text muds

• They should be alLowed to take risks
– To be creative

• Mmos don’t nEed 1,000,000 players to be
profitable
– 50,000 can be more than enough

• 50,000 people who love your game will
give you more money than 1,000,000
who are indifFerent to it

conclusion

• Some studios are trying to innovate, but
most are slEepwalking off a cliFf
• There are ways to wake up, but they
mean changes to the paradigm
• If today’s developers don’t change, the
world wiLl change around them
• All those former mmo-players now
playing other games are merely waiting
for their mmo to come along
• All you have to do is give it to them!

